
“reserving judgements is the matter 
of infinite hope”

-the great gatsby-



hello, 
my name is CLEO :)
i’m from Saigon, 
Vietnam.

   
i enjoy creating art 
n designs.



saigon in my heart



to me, art is more than 
just a piece of work, 
or clothing …

it is also a character,
a form of expression, 
and a statement.



my goal is to discover more on 
technology potentials in the 

future craftsmanship of 
fashion.



my work



“the bad artist imitate, the great artist steal”

  picasso
            BANKSY



@colab

Behind the designs - the Viet folktales

children of
the dragon
folklore bodysuit

100% cotton
digital print

clay pearls 
necklace,
resin top coat

the most 
useless purse 
in the world / 
the two 
lizards 
folk song

entropy resin
acrylic
broken glass
metal chain



#sustainableiskey

the daisy tea bra
entropy resin
dried daisies
chain

      Created with intentions to 
express the beauty of different skins, 
bodies and sizes;

 the way we perceive 
beauty is the same way we 
perceive flowers, either we 
nurture it, or we destroy it.

adjustable bra

made from 
entropy resin,
a bio-based 
material.



@some_other_paintings
Growing up in a Vietnamese-Chinese household, the 
duality of cultural heritages and traditions have 
strongly influenced my passion for art.
Subsequently, I tend to discover a deeper 
perspective of the culture through stigmas and moral 
values.

acrylic 
paintings 
embedded in 
entropy resin



i want to change the view on 
fashion to be more inclusive, 
ethical and sustainable. 

from personal to social,
from retailers to users, and in 
all sizes.



fashion industries are now facing the challenge of 
unsolving waste.

and one of the major problems revolves around 
the missing link in manufacturing: conflicting 
between what consumers want, and what 
retailers know.      



target consumers’ experience through AI technology 

create platforms where consumers 
can be able to see themselves in the 
products virtually due to their 
physique. 



by creating a vision for the 
consumers:

these platforms can encourage 
people to shop in a more 
responsible way,

as reducing the waste stocks 
among fashion industry.



furthermore, 

AI tech can support retailers in 
analyzing data to design and adjust 
their products based on demands.


